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The velocity increment sVId model, which was introduced by Brun et al., is improved by employing
the Kolmogorov equation of filtered velocity in this paper. This model has two different

formulations: a dynamic formulation and a simplified constant form in high Reynolds number

turbulence. A priori tests in isotropic turbulence and wall-bounded turbulence are performed.
A posteriori tests of decaying turbulence and channel Poiseuille flow are made to testify the model
performance, especially on the energy backscatter. The simple constant coefficient formulation has

good performance, and avoids the ensemble average operation, which exists in other subgrid

models. This constant improved VI model is particularly proposed in complicated large-eddy

simulation projects. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.3153911g

I. INTRODUCTION

In large-eddy simulation sLESd, different subgrid stress
models are already available. For instance, the well-known

Smagorinsky model
1 sSMd is the most popular “eddy viscos-

ity” model. In the scale similarity model,
2
another method

based on the correlation between resolved and subgrid scales

is utilized. Geurts
3
employed an inverse model to improve

the similarity models by mathematical method. Brun et al.4

introduced a velocity increment model sVI modeld, which
was inspired by structure function formulation in Refs. 5–7.

In their work, the second-order velocity increment was com-

pared to subgrid stress analytically and numerically. Their

tensor properties were exactly the same. Besides, the aniso-

tropy properties were analyzed in a priori tests of pipe flow,
which was in good agreement with the exact direct numerical

simulation sDNSd results. Compared to the classical eddy
viscosity models, VI model could both simulate the forward

and backward scatters.
8–10

However, problems still remain in

this model. For example, the model coefficient was not de-

termined physically. Both Germano identity
11
and another

dynamic procedure based on Taylor expansion are introduced

in this model, but they lead to quite different values in real

calculation.

In addition to the mathematical methods, another way

for subgrid modeling is to use the physical knowledge of the

turbulence, i.e., the theory of multiscale energy transfer. In

spectral space, energy transfer can be considered as a flux

beyond the cutoff wave numbers in Kraichnan’s theory.
12

There are several subgrid-scale sSGSd models based on the
transfer properties in spectral space, such as the effective

viscosity model proposed by Chollet and Lesieur.
13
In physi-

cal space, the model introduced by Cui et al.14 sCZZS
modeld is an eddy viscosity model based on the two-point
energy transfer equation, namely, the Kolmogorov equation

for filtered sKEFd velocity. Since VI model is a two-point

model, we try to apply KEF to study the two-point energy

transfer properties.

A filter size is defined as D=p /kc, where kc is the cutoff

wave number in case of spectral cutoff filter. The super-

scripts •, and •. represent the grid-scale and subgrid-scale,

parts respectively. The angle brackets k • l represent an en-
semble average. In numerical cases, this average operation is

implemented by a spatial average in the homogeneous iso-

tropic directions, instead. The subscript l denotes a compo-
nent in the direction of the two-point distance j, and in iso-

tropic turbulence we can also assume it to be in x1 direction.
The KEF in homogeneous isotropic turbulence with high

Reynolds number could be described as
15

−
4

5e fj = Dlll
,sjd − 6Tl,llsjd , s1d

where j is independent with the filter size D of LES. Define

the VI dusx ,jd=usx+jd−usxd. On the right-hand side of
Eq. s1d, Dlll

,sjd= kdu1
,sjddu1

,sjddu1
,sjdl is the third-order lon-

gitudinal structure function, and Tl,llsjd= ku1
,sx1dt11

, sx1+jdl is
the subgrid energy transfer. The dissipation rate of subgrid-

scale turbulence e f equals −ktij
,Sij

,l, where tij
,= suiu jd

,

−ui
,u j

, and Sij
,=1 /2s]ui

,
/]x j+]u j

,
/]xid. The dissipation

term could be represented by using the 11 components in

isotropic turbulence,

−
4

5e f = 6kt11
, S11

, l . s2d

This equation is satisfied in isotropic turbulence. While in the

applications of wall-bounded turbulence, the near-wall prop-

erties of subgrid model should be considered. It is well

known that the classic SM causes a wrong near-wall behav-

ior. Numerous studies are aiming at correcting the near-wall

behavior of subgrid model.
16,17

Lévêque et al.18 introduced
an improved SM by considering the generalized Kolmogorov

equation.
19
This model represents better characters of scale

separating for inhomogeneous shear flow and satisfies well

the near-wall behavior. A more general way was employed to
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improve the CZZS model in homogeneous shear flow, with

the consideration of mean velocity.
20
The structure function

is applied by using velocity fluctuation, accounting for the

“local isotropic”
21,22

as a slow part.

In this paper, we employ KEF to improve the VI model.

In high Reynolds number turbulence, a constant model for-

mulation of improved velocity increment model sIVId is ob-
tained. A priori and a posteriori tests are done in both ho-
mogeneous isotropic turbulence and channel Poiseuille flow.

An equivalent eddy viscosity is utilized to check the near-

wall behavior; the backscatter property is also checked. Re-

sults demonstrate that IVI model represents correct near-wall

behavior and predicts well both forward and backward en-

ergy transfer. The improvements comparing with VI model

are discussed particularly.

II. IMPROVED VELOCITY INCREMENT MODEL

Brun suggested that the subgrid stresses tensor could be

modeled as

tij
,sx,Dd = C fsD8dQijsx,D8d , s3d

where C f is the dynamic model coefficient, depending on

another distance D8. In this paper, the second-order VI tensor

Qij with a distance D8 is written as swithout summation
conventiond

Qijsx,D8d =
1

2 fsui
,sx + D8eid − ui

,sxddsu j
,sx + D8e jd

− u j
,sxdd + sui

,sxd − ui
,sx − D8eiddsu j

,sxd

− u j
,sx − D8e jddg . s4d

Although different from Brun’s definition, it also satisfies the

tensor symmetry

Qijsx,D8d = Qijsx,− D8d, Qij = Q ji. s5d

The differences of the definitions are discussed in Sec. IV.

In order to be applied to KEF in homogeneous isotropic

turbulence, the longitudinal component is particularly

discussed,

Q11sx1,D8d =
1

2 fdu1
,sx1 − D8,D8ddu1

,sx1 − D8,D8d

+ du1
,sx1,D8ddu1

,sx1,D8dg . s6d

From Eqs. s2d, s3d, and s6d, and isotropy assumption, the

subgrid dissipation could be denoted as

−
4

5
e fj = 6C fkQ11sD8dS11

, lj

= 6C fKdu1
,sD8ddu1

,sD8d
]u1

,

]x1
Lj

= 6C fKdu1
,sD8ddu1

,sD8d
]du1

,sD8d

]D8
Lj

= 2C fjU ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=D8

, s7d

and the subgrid transfer term reads

− 6Tl,llsjd = − 6C fku1
,sx1dQ11sx1 + j,D8dl . s8d

Therefore, Eq. s1d could be written as

2C fjU ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=D8

= Dlll
,sjd − 6C fku1

,sx1d

3Q11sx1 + j,D8dl , s9d

and the model coefficient is

C f =
Dlll

,sjd

2jU ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=D8

+ 6ku1
,sx1dQ11sx1 + j,D8dl

. s10d

Three different scales implied in this result should be clari-

fied: The physical quantities are filtered at a filter size D, VI

model assumes C f and Qij at a distance D8, and the equation

itself is based on a distance j. In the following parts, the

three scales will be analyzed primarily in an ideal high Rey-

nolds number turbulence, and then in a moderate Reynolds

number flow.

A. Model analysis in high Reynolds number
turbulence

In the inertial subrange of homogeneous isotropic turbu-

lence, the Kolmogorov theory
23
predicts that the scaling law

of structure function is satisfied,

Fnsrd ~ rn/3, s11d

where Fnsrd= ksu1srd−u1s0ddnl is the nth order structure

function of the nonfiltered velocity in longitude direction.

However, in KEF we focus on the scaling law of structure

functions of filtered velocity. From Appendix, we prove that

when D!r, the properties of second-order structure func-

tions are approximately the same between filtered and non-

filtered velocities. Regarding third-order structure functions,

the proving process is much more complex, but the same

conclusion could be obtained by applying similar magnitude

analysis. It means that the scaling law of filtered velocity will

be satisfied when D!r.
Therefore, by using scaling law, the first term of the

denominator in Eq. s10d could be simplified when D!D8

and D8 is in inertial subrange,

2jU ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=D8

=
2j

D8
Dlll

,sD8d . s12d

If j is also in inertial subrange, we could obtain

2jU ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=D8

= 2Dlll
,sjd . s13d

The second term of the denominator in Eq. s10d corresponds
to the transfer term of KEF. According to Meneveau’s

analysis,
15
it tends to zero when j is large. In fact, it is a

correlation function between velocity u1
, and VI Q11 at dis-

tance D8, thus it tends to zero when j is large. From Eqs. s6d
and s8d, we could also easily evaluate the magnitude when

D8!j,
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ku1
,sx1dQ11sx1 + j,D8dl , kdu1

,sjddu1
,sD8ddu1

,sD8dl

! Dlll
,sjd . s14d

Thus the transfer term in Eq. s10d could be neglected, and the
coefficient is

C f =
Dlll

,sjd

2Dlll
,sjd

=
1

2
. s15d

The value does not depend on j. It agrees with the model

assumption s3d, where C f is only a function of D and D8.

Notice that this result is satisfied only when the inertial sub-

range is wide enough, and D8 and j are both in inertial sub-

range. Besides, in order to neglect the molecular terms in

original KEF sRef. 14d, the filter size of LES should be much
larger than the dissipation scale h. Therefore, we could write
the combined multiscale relation,

h ! D ! D8 ! j ! L , s16d

where L is the integrated scale.

B. Model analysis in moderate Reynolds number
turbulence

In the numerical simulation of LES, the Reynolds num-

ber might not be high enough, and the inertial subrange is

not wide enough. Equation s16d is difficult to be satisfied,

thus we fix the scales as D=D8=j, and simplify the form of

VI model in another way. The subgrid energy transfer Tl,ll

could be represented by using VI. In homogeneous turbu-

lence, it is only a function of j, and does not depend on the

location x1. It could be represented as

Tl,llsjd = ku1
,sx1dt11

, sx1 + jdl

= C fku1
,sx1dQ11sx1,2jdl

=
1

2C ffku1
,3l − 2ku1

,sx1du1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + jdl

+ 2ku1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + jdu1
,sx1 + jdlg

+ fku1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + 2jdu1
,sx1 + 2jdl

− 2ku1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + jdu1
,sx1 + 2jdlg . s17d

The third-order moment of velocity ku1
,3l=0. The last term

in the right-hand side of Eq. s17d could be proved to be zero
in isotropic turbulence,

ku1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + jdu1
,sx1 + 2jdl

= ku1
,sx1 − jdu1

,sx1du1
,sx1 + jdl

= − ku1
,sx1 + jdu1

,sx1du1
,sx1 − jdl

= − ku1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + jdu1
,sx1 + 2jdl . s18d

Define the third-order correlations

Rl,lls2jd = ku1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + 2jdu1
,sx1 + 2jdl ,

s19d
Rll,ls2jd = ku1

,sx1du1
,sx1du1

,sx1 + 2jdl .

In isotropic turbulence Rl,lls2jd=−Rll,ls2jd. The subgrid en-

ergy transfer Tl,ll reads

Tl,llsjd = − 2C fRll,lsjd − 1

2C fRll,ls2jd . s20d

Since in isotropic turbulence Dlll
,=6Rll,l, the term of two-

point subgrid energy transfer

Tl,llsjd = − 1

3C fDlll
,sjd − 1

12C fDlll
,s2jd . s21d

It is interesting to notice that the energy transfer has a linear

relation with the third-order structure function. In Eqs. s7d
and s21d there might be energy backscatter because of the

third-order structure function Dlll
,, which will be further ana-

lyzed in Sec. III.

However, notice that in CZZS model, the eddy viscosity

subgrid dissipation is always positive. The subgrid energy

transfer depends on the gradient of the second-order structure

function, that is,

Tl,llsjd = nt

]Dll
,sjd

]j
. s22d

From the classical scaling law ]Dll
,

/]j.0 and the eddy vis-

cosity nt.0, it implies Tl,ll.0 is purely dissipative.

From Eqs. s1d, s7d, and s21d, the coefficient C f could be

obtained,

C f =
2Dlll

,sjd

4jU ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=j

− 4Dlll
,sjd − Dlll

,s2jd

. s23d

In applications, if the scaling law Dlll
,sjd~jn is satisfied, we

could obtain

U ]Dlll
,srd

]r
U

r=j

= n
Dlll

,sjd

j
, s24d

finally the dynamic form of IVI model could be

C f =
2Dlll

,sjd

4sn − 1dDlll
,sjd − Dlll

,s2jd
. s25d

When D ,D8 ,j tend to zero, the scaling exponent n→3. Also

we have Dlll
,s2jd=8Dlll

,sjd, thus the denominator tends to

zero. It agrees with the conclusion of Meneveau
15

that

−Tl,llsjd= kt11
, S11

, lj in small j. However, notice that n de-

pends on j, thus n is not a constant, and we could not have

the relation Dlll
,s2jd=2nDlll

,sjd. In real practice, the scaling

exponent n could be calculated by any numerical difference

methods. However, we suggest to fix n=2.5 in real practices
since it is simple and numerical stable, and is verified in a
priori cases, which will be discussed in Sec. IV.

When D=D8=j, the ideal inertial subrange condition

s16d is not satisfied, thus we should use the dynamic model

form s25d instead of the constant model form s15d. However,
the low-cost constant model form is more convenient in cal-

culation. In order to check whether the constant model form

could be applied approximately in this case, different model

forms are then verified by a priori and a posteriori tests in
Sec. III.
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III. NUMERICAL VERIFICATIONS

A. A priori analysis

Two DNS cases of homogeneous isotropic turbulence

are used for a priori test. In these two cases, spectral method
is applied, and a deterministic forcing method is employed to

simulate a statistically stationary turbulence. The computa-

tion domain has 2563 grid. The grid size is denoted as h.
Reynolds numbers Rel are 50 and 70, respectively. The com-

pensate energy spectrums of DNS cases are shown in Fig. 1,

where the plateaus represent the inertial subrange in spectral

space. The corresponding wave number of the plateaus is

about 0.1,kh,0.3. The relevant filter size is 10,D /h
,30. In addition, the integrated scale L,70h in the two

cases, thus we could reasonably consider that h!D=j!L.
The plateau in the case Rel=70 is wider than Rel=50.

In homogeneous isotropic turbulence, the exact subgrid

stress is calculated with different cutoff wave numbers. The

coefficient of VI model is calculated as

C f =
kt11

, S11
, l

kQ11S11
, l

. s26d

The dynamic value of IVI model s25d is compared to the

exact value s26d in Fig. 2, where the scaling exponent n is

calculated by using the first-order central difference method.

It shows that the exact coefficient value increases with D and

j, and it is about 1/2 when 10,j /h&18, which is a small

region of inertial subrange. Moreover, the dynamic model

value is also in good agreement in this region. Therefore, in

a practical LES case, if the filter size D and the two-point

distance j are fixed in this region, the constant form s15d of
IVI model might be applied to obtain the low cost in calcu-

lation. When j is small, the constant form is in disagreement.

It stems from the effect of molecular viscosity, which is ne-

glected in KEF. When j is too large, the error is also obvious.

KEF is based on homogeneous isotropic turbulence, but

in wall-bounded shear flow, the local isotropy could also be

satisfied by considering the slow parts.
14,22

In a local region,

the two-point VI is considered as a slow part for subgrid

modeling, which provides a good near-wall property.
18

A

DNS case of channel flow is used for a priori test. The

pseudospectral method is applied. The Reynolds number

ReH=7000, based on the bulk velocity Um and channel half

width H. The Reynolds number based on friction velocity is
approximated to 395. The grid number is 1283128364.

The computation domains are 4pH, 2H, and 2pH in stream-

wise, normal, and spanwise directions, respectively. The

DNS grid size is denoted by h. The filter size of LES and the
two-point distance in VI model are the same: D=j=2h. It is
about 15 times of Kolmogorov scale, and can be treated as in

inertial subrange.

In IVI model, the effective eddy viscosity nt could be

defined as tij
,=−2ntSij8

,, in which the prime means the fluc-

tuated part without mean flow. To compare with other mod-

els, it could be calculated as

nt = − C f

kQij8Sij8
,l

2kSij8
,Sij8

,l
, s27d

where C f is regarded as a constant 1/2. The other SGS mod-

els used for comparison are the original SM with model con-

stant Cs=0.1, the Germano dynamic Smagorinsky model

sDSMd, the SM with van Driest damping function in near-

wall region sSM dampingd, and the CZZS model. A priori
test of the magnitude of eddy viscosity is done, with the filter

size D=2h. Results are shown in Fig. 3. The original SM

causes a false viscosity at the wall, which does not tend to

zero. An empirical method for solving this problem is to use

van Driest damping function. An alternative mathematical

way is the Germano dynamic model, which depends on the

use of a test filter and a reference model. However, it does

not fit well for the empirical location of peak Y+.25.
18
In

contrast, with KEF applied in SGS models, the near-wall

property is naturally satisfied and the location of peak is well

captured.

FIG. 1. The compensate energy spectrum in homogeneous isotropic turbu-

lence. Solid line: Rel=50; dashed line: Rel=70.

FIG. 2. Comparison between the exact value and dynamic model value of

C f, against different filter sizes and two-point distance D=j, in homoge-

neous isotropic turbulence. Solid line with symbols: Rel=50; dashed line

with symbols: Rel=70. The horizontal line is the theoretical value.
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B. Posteriori tests

Two a posteriori tests are tried in this section. First, we
employ IVI model in LES of homogeneous isotropic turbu-

lence. Our LES cases correspond to the decay turbulence at

low Reynolds number, similar to the results of Comte–Bellot

experiment.
24
These simulations are run on 483, 643, and 963

grids, respectively. Spectral method is applied in these cases.

The initial fields are filtered from a full-developed forced

turbulence. Figure 4 shows the spectrum in comparison with

experiment data sthe filled symbolsd at 96M and 172M. All

cases are calculated with the constant coefficient, i.e., Eq.

s15d, and give satisfactory results.
Second, another attempt is done in channel flow. The

parameters of Reynolds number, computation domain, and

numerical method are the same as those in our DNS channel

case. The grid numbers and subgrid models are shown in

Table I. The DNS case is already introduced in the last sec-

tion. The “no model case” applies the “DNS” method at a

coarse grid s32348332d, which is compared to the LES

cases to show the model effect. Two LES cases are also

executed at 32348332 grid, with the dynamic IVI model

formulation s25d and the constant IVI model formulation

s15d, respectively. The scaling exponent is given as n=2.5 in
Eq. s25d. A posteriori results are shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5sad, the two SGS models both yield good agree-

ment with DNS velocity profile, they are better than the “no

model” case. In Figs. 5sbd and 5scd, the DNS results are

filtered to the 32348332 resolution, in order to be com-

pared with others at the same grid scale. Both the two LES

cases show quite better performances than the no model case.

There are only slight differences between these two LES

cases. The dynamic IVI model case is in slightly better

agreement with the filtered DNS results in near-wall region.

The peak locations of the kinetic energy and the Reynolds

stress are a little better simulated in the dynamic IVI model

case. However, the constant IVI model works quite well.

Compared to other works, the results are as good as other

dynamic subgrid models sthe same channel flow were calcu-

lated using other models in Refs. 14 and 20d, and all these

models are much better than the original SM, especially in

near-wall region. Therefore, the most valuable improvement

in IVI model is not the accurate dynamic formulation, but is

the constant coefficient introduced. It has as good perfor-

mance as the other dynamic subgrid models, and the constant

formulation is also greatly low cost. In addition, in the engi-

neering projects of complicated geometries, it is difficult to

calculate the structure functions using spatial average, but

the constant coefficient value will be appropriate.

Further analysis is on the forward and backward flux in

energy transfer. The SGS dissipation e f represents the energy

transfer between resolved and subgrid scales.
8
The contribu-

tions of the components of SGS dissipation were analyzed by

Hartel et al.,10 where the interactions between fluctuating

stresses and fluctuating rates of strain are studied. From their

analysis, the SGS energy is dissipated in streamwise and

normal direction, and the backscatter of SGS energy is in

spanwise direction. While C f is always positive, the nondi-

mensionalized subgrid dissipation tensor components e fij
+

caused by fluctuations could be calculated as swithout sum-
mation conventiond

e fij
+ =

− ktij8
,Sij8

,l

rmsstij8
,drmssSij8

,d
=

− kQij8Sij8
,l

rmssQij8 drmssSij8
,d
. s28d

The components of SGS dissipation are shown in Fig. 6. A
priori results are from our DNS case of channel flow, and

a posteriori results are from the constant IVI model case. In

Y
+

ν
t

10
0

10
1

10
20

2E-05

4E-05

6E-05

8E-05

0.0001

0.00012 SM

DSM

SM Damping

CZZS model

constant IVI model

FIG. 3. A priori test of the eddy viscosity by using different SGS models in
channel flow, with filter size D=2h. Symbols: SM with or without different

corrections; lines: models based on KEF.

k

E
(k

)

2 4 6 8 10
10

0

10
1

10
2

48
3

LES runs

64
3

LES runs

96
3

LES runs

Comte-Bollot 96M

Comte-Bollot 172M

FIG. 4. Energy spectrum in decaying isotropic turbulence. Squares: Comte–

Bellot 96M; diamonds: Comte–Bellot 172M; lines with triangles: 483 LES

runs; dashed lines: 643 LES runs; solid lines: 963 LES runs.

TABLE I. The parameters implemented in a posteriori tests.

Case Grid Model

DNS case 1283128364 ¯

No model case 32348332 ¯

Dynamic IVI model case 32348332 Equation s25d

Constant IVI model case 32348332 Equation s15d
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these figures, positive value means SGS energy dissipation,

i.e., forward scatter; negative value represents the energy

backscatter. Although the Reynolds numbers are different

sRet=395 in our case and Ret=180 in the work of Hartel

et al.d, the results can be qualitatively compared. Among the
normal components, e f11 is the most important positive com-

ponent which leads to the dissipation, while the spanwise

components e f33 causes a strong energy backscatter. Com-

pared to Hartel’s analysis ssee Fig. 9 of Ref. 10d, the dis-

agreement only occurs in the Y+,8 range, where the slight

energy backscatter of e f11 is not shown by our model. It

might be caused by the strong inhomogeneity in this

region. Among the deviatonic components, the most special

component is e f12, which has the backscatter in the region

10,Y+,20 and dissipates in the other ranges. This result is

in good agreement with Hartel’s analysis, including the peak

locations. With each component, both a priori and a poste-
riori results assert the similar SGS dissipation. The backscat-
ter properties of IVI model could stem from the third-order

structure function. From Eqs. s7d and s21d, the two-point

energy dissipation and subgrid transfer are represented by the

third-order structure function, which could have different

values, either negative or positive, in different directions and

in different regions.
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FIG. 5. A posteriori statistical results using different models sTable Id in
channel flow. sad Mean velocity. sbd Resolved-scale turbulence kinetic en-
ergy. scd Resolved-scale Reynolds stress.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Before discussion, the different definitions of the VI Qij

should be clarified. Brun’s original definition is based on the

formulation of Taylor expansion, which contains both longi-

tude and transverse components,

Qijsx,D8d = Fo
k=1

3 Fui
,Sx +

1

2
D8ekD − ui

,Sx −
1

2
D8ekDGG

3Fo
k=1

3 Fu j
,Sx +

1

2
D8ekD

− u j
,Sx −

1

2
D8ekDGG . s29d

Comparing with it, the definition in IVI model, i.e., Eq.

s4d, is simplified without the transverse components. The

main problem of this simplification is that the subgrid stress

vanishes when the flow is locally characterized by a pure

shear flow u1
,sx2d somewhere. However, in this situation, the

effect of dissipation are the same between definitions s4d and
s29d, both of them yield the zero subgrid dissipation

−tij
,Sij

,=0. This behavior can also be explicitly achieved in

the Clark model.
25

In the KEF formulation s1d, all terms can be represented
by the longitude components. Thus it could be appropriate to

characterize the energy transfer using the longitude compo-

nents, in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Therefore, our

simplified definition s4d can be employed. It is easy to imple-
ment Eq. s4d in IVI model with the constant coefficient.

It should be mentioned that the finite difference form of

Eq. s29d is quite similar as the Clark model. However, Brun’s
work verified that the VI formulation can dissipate enough,

4

which is much better than the poor dissipation effect of Clark

model. The improvement may stem from the fact that more

information is contained in the VI than in the velocity gradi-

ent, i.e., the high-order velocity derivatives.

In addition to the definition of VI Qij, the most important

improvement in IVI model is to determine the model coeffi-

cient C f by employing the two-point energy transfer equa-

tion, i.e., KEF. The dynamic procedure proposed by Brun is

based on Taylor expansion, it can be written as

C f =
1

a2

Lkksad

Qii
, s30d

in which Lijsad=ui
,u j

,̂−ui
,̂u j

,̂ is the Leonard stress and •̂ is

the test filter at size aD.

Another method introduced by Brun is to employ the

Germano identity Lijsad=C fsQijsD ,aDd−QijsD ,Ddd, by con-
sidering C f as a constant. The coefficient can be then repre-

sented as

C f =
Liisad

QkksD,aDd − QkksD,Dd
. s31d

Although these methods are introduced with definition

s29d, they can also be applied with our definition s4d. A priori
tests using different methods are shown in Fig. 7. The filter

size is selected as D=2h, i.e., the LES mesh has 64364

332 grids. The values using Taylor expansion are much

smaller than other methods since Taylor expansion cannot be

employed in large two-point distance. Germano identity

yields C f <0.5 in the middle of the channel, which is in
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FIG. 7. A priori coefficient values using different dynamic methods, in

channel flow. Filter size D=2h. sad Based on Taylor expansion s30d, with
different test filters. sbd Based on Germano identity s31d, with different test
filters. scd Dynamic formulation of IVI model s25d, giving the scaling expo-
nent n=2.5 and 3. The dashed line is the constant value in IVI model.
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agreement with the dynamic IVI model when n=2.5. In the
near-wall region, differences exist since the anisotropic effect

is strong. However, the constant value 0.5 is also acceptably

satisfied. In addition, n=3 yields much smaller value than

0.5, and n=2.5 is in better agreement. That is the reason we
propose n=2.5 in numerical calculations when utilizing the

dynamic formulation s25d.
A posteriori results in channel flow are shown in Fig. 8,

in which the model coefficients are calculated by employing

different methods. The parameters in this case are the same

as described in the last section. From the figures, both Ger-

mano identity and the constant IVI model are better than the

method based on Taylor expansion. Both of them are in good

agreement with the DNS results, the constant coefficient is as

good as the dynamic coefficient using Germano identity.

However, the constant value is much less lost and easy to be

implemented.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the VI model is improved by introducing

KEF in this paper. The IVI model coefficient, solved dy-

namically, is proved to be a constant in high Reynolds num-

ber turbulence. This constant value satisfies the classical

scaling law and demonstrates the two-point energy transfer

properties. Compared to CZZS model, the difference relies

on the subgrid energy transfer term Tl,ll. It is described by the

second-order structure function in CZZS model, but con-

nected with the third-order structure function in IVI model.

Thus, the energy backscatter property could be represented

in IVI model.

A priori verification in homogeneous isotropic turbu-

lence shows that the constant form of IVI model could be

approximately satisfied when both D and j are in inertial

subrange. The later applications in wall-bounded flow indi-

cate the properties in near-wall region, respectably agreeing

with the results derived from the empirical and Germano

dynamic method for wall correction. The near-wall behaviors

of IVI model stem from the properties of KEF, which only

contain the homogeneous, local isotropic information in

modeling. It was proved quite useful in LES of shear flow by

Lévêque et al.18 Besides, a priori and a posteriori tests show
the energy backscatter of different components of SGS dis-

sipation, in good agreement with the results of Hartel et al.
Compared to DNS results, a posteriori performances in both

homogeneous isotropic flow and channel flow are also satis-

factory. The constant formulation is as good as the dynamic

formulation.

Comparing with the original VI model introduced by

Brun et al., two differences are discussed. First, the formu-

lation of Qij is simplified. It retains only the longitude com-

ponents, but does not change the dissipation properties. Sec-

ond, which is the most important, the model coefficient can

be determined as a simple constant. It can provide as good

results as Germano identity. It is greatly low cost, and it

avoids the ensemble average operator, which is difficult to be

implemented in complicated flow. Therefore, we propose this

constant IVI model in particular. It satisfies the two-point

energy equation sKEFd, and implies the scaling law in iner-

tial subrange. It is low cost in calculation, and easy to be

implemented. It could be promising when applied in engi-

neering projects.
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APPENDIX: RELATION BETWEEN SECOND-ORDER
STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS OF FILTERED
AND NONFILTERED VELOCITIES

A filter in physical space is represented by introducing

the kernel

E Gsx − x8ddx8 = 1, sA1d

and the VI dui
,sxd=ui

,sx+jd−u1
,sxd could be written as

dui
,sxd =E Gsx − x8dduisx8ddx8. sA2d

Following Germano,
26
it is easy to verify that

dui
,du j

, = sduidu jd
,

−
1

2
E E Gsx − x8dGsx − x9dsuisx8d − uisx9dd

3su jsx8d − u jsx9dddx8dx9. sA3d

Using the same coordinate transformation as Germano, and

assuming that the filter is Gaussian with filter size D, finally

we could obtain

kdui
,du j

,l = ksduidu jd
,l −

1

2
E E Gss;Î2Ddksduissd

− duis0ddsdu jssd − du js0ddlds . sA4d

Because of the effect of filter kernel Gss ;Î2Dd, the last term
of Eq. sA4d is mostly effective when s&D. When D!r, the
production of the VIs in the last term could be evaluated that

ksduissd − duis0ddsdu jssd − du js0ddl

! ksduisrd − duis0ddsdu jsrd − du js0ddl . sA5d

The right-hand side is at most the same order of magnitude

as ksuisrd−uis0ddsu jsrd−u js0ddl, i.e., kduidu jl, it could be

then estimated approximately,

ksduissd − duis0ddsdu jssd − du js0ddl ! kduidu jl . sA6d

It can be neglected comparing with the first term in the right-

hand side of Eq. sA4d.
In homogeneous turbulence, the first term in the right-

hand side of Eq. sA4d is

ksduidu jd
,l = kduidu jl

, = kduidu jl . sA7d

Therefore when D!r, there is the approximate relation that

kdui
,du j

,l < kduidu jl . sA8d
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